SAYF Worship Journal
October 2012 Retreat
Atlanta Friends Meetinghouse
On the weekend of October 5-7, 2012, Southern Appalachian Young Friends met at the
Atlanta Friends Meeting. This is our witness. This is our story.
10/7/12
Dear Sayf,
This was a pretty chill retreat. Although I enjoy taking van rides, it’s nice to show up at the
meeting for a retreat at 10:30. I enjoyed the tai chi and qi gong (I apologize if those are
spelled wrong) but I was tired, and it was hard to stand up for that long. I’m sad to have missed
the makers faire, because it sounded like there was a lot more to see than what I saw while I
was there, but it’s ok. The pizza was delicious, as were the brownies, and wink was lots of fun.
So far, life seems quite a bit better as a married man.
Until next time, I love
You all,
Asa
Hot dog rolled in Deandra’s blanket
Asleep before SAYF even started
Tai chi is relaxing and makes us all superheroes
Climbing like monkeys on a sculpture shaped like a fish
The poetry van is full of Doctor Who quotes and that makes me happy
I almost die on a double decker bike, and Emma almost dies of a heart attack
Brownies are made and eaten
Friends share their talents and Sven rips off the Princess Bride so that Asa and Emma
can get married
To other people this would sound utterly ridiculous, but with you all it’s just another
retreat. All the newbies and twobies and everyone else are so wonderful, and I’m
already missing you. I can’t wait for November!
Love always,
Grace
Knock knock, who’s there
Hey Sayf it’s me again,
Still wondering why this is only one weekend.
It was still awesome, I made some new friends
But now it’s time for me to leave, so until we meet again,
Think of me, think of them, think of doing this again.
But now I gotta go. Signing out: Wizard Ben

This weekend was actually exactly what I needed. Even though a lot of stuff happened, seeing

everyone’s lovely faces being so caring and making sure I was okay made everything better. I love this
community and what it has become.

This is short and sweet this time.
Iloveyou ♥
♥always,
kaitlynn

Being that it was my first time at SAYF, I didn’t quite know what to expect from this retreat.
When I first arrived I was very surprised by the warm and welcoming attitude. Throughout the
whole retreat I felt like I was treated with the respect and attention that was needed to keep me
there. I had a great time, and will definitely come back again.

This retreat was amazing! The talent show was terrific! I enjoyed going to the makers faire and seeing people’s
awesome creativity. I saw many people I had never seen before at this retreat. This retreat was more fun than
almost any other retreat I have gone to. Tai chi is awesome. I especially loved the yin-yang routine. That playground
was awesome.
Noah
Sayf has been a great way for me to meet new people and to get lots of
new experiences. It was nice to get to bond with some really cool
people. I am so happy that I got a chance to play lots of new games that
I never would have learned about if it wasn’t for sayf. The time that I
got to bond the most was the car ride to sayf. Since it was a 9-hour
trip, I got to talk a lot with my car mates. In the car we sure had some
crazy times. I know that in the future I will definitely be coming back
to sayf.
This retreat was especially different for me. There were so many newbies and I ended
up getting to know some people. For some reason I’m REALLY tired! But I don’t think it’s
because I went to bed at 4 in the morning. I’m really happy I came to this retreat and it was
great as usual. I like you guys. ♥ …… A lot.
- Deeeeeeee ♥
ItÕs only been 26 days since the last retreat, but it feels like a lifetime. Ever since the car ride back from
September, I was missing everyone a lot!! I really enjoyed this retreat, the tai-chi was extremely relaxing and I felt
sosososo good. Everything else was fantasticÉ
LOL (lots of love)
- Levi

Dear SAYF,
This retreat was excellent. I’ve been under a lot of stress recently with friends and school. I loved the
community this retreat. Everyone had a great time with the Tai Chi and the maker’s faire. I can’t wait till
November when we all meet again in Asheville.
“A wizard is not late, nor early,
he arrives precisely when he means to”
Wizard – Sven
My experience with SAYF was great. It was my first retreat but I already feel like I know people well.
Everybody was inclusive and fun. The FAPS were awesome for giving up their weekend for us. And
all of the activities were great.
Sayf I love you. I got here kinda late because I had stuff to do but I’d been really busy all week but

coming to see all the beautiful faces of Sayf made it all worth it. I think coming to Sayf is one of my
favorite parts of life  and seeing people get married is the 2nd so that Asa & Emma  and Asa
thug life.
- Sarawila

p.s. whoever reads this I’m sorry my handwriting’s bad today

This was my second retreat. It was also my favorite. The makers faire was awesome. These retreat don’t come soon enough.
This retreat was fabulishious. I really enjoyed the activities we did in the park up until I
realized by art teacher was observing us…awkward. It is really cold and I am very sad I missed
the last retreat. I had important soccer commitments. I am writing my first epistle of the year.
I enjoyed meeting the newbies and the twobies and hope y’all will come back to more retreats.
I wish I could come to more meeting and the SAYF went for maybe just a day longer. I’m sad
some people didn’t come, and I haven’t seen them in 4 months! Well, until next retreat. 
- Katie ♥
from ATL

Dear SAYF,
All I can say is I LOVE YOU I LOVE YOU I LOVE YOU!!! SAYF is my sanctuary and it is the best thing in
my life right now. I’m a senior this year, so life gets pretty hectic at times. In between writing a 25 page paper on 3
books & 6 literary criticisms and applying for colleges it is easy for me to get a tad bit stressed. But then I come to
SAYF, the most loving and accepting, kind and caring community I will ever be a part of, and the stress all melts
away. My biggest regret is not coming here sooner. This is my 1 year anniversary with SAYF!!! As graduation
approaches, I find myself worrying that I will never find another kind and loving community like SAYF. But you
guys keep my hopes up. I cannot thank you all enough for that. I love you all so much!!! Peace, Love, & happiness to
everybody, with love, Lillian.

After this retreat I won’t be back as often as I usually would be, but I still will be coming
back.

La lluvia lightly lowering its life giving limbs onto the parched and thankful throne of all that is,
the earth which all those things beautifully come from but barely give thanks back. Big bad evils
threaten billions yet elephants still elope in elongated lines of herds eliciting a calm response
which reasonable reactions only seem to invite resistance to residual evil though it may seem
redundant to repeat occasionally only those ones who operate gallantly do greatly understand the
gruesome guerilla actions and make the choice to gravitate to a solution which though may lead
to a grave yet like the great, gigantic gorillas they continue and grow to be seen as guards for the
gentle gracelings everywhere.
Chords dance like sweet romance bounding with harmonious growth rising and falling in
melodious steps. Yet when their time has passed the memories of their sound’s presence still
resides in my ear, brain and heart. A note that was and in the body of 1 instrument completes its
difficult journey in to the thoughts and emotions of many. Though the repetition may ground it
in simplicity the intricacies amaze and delight on every round yet while water helps the plants
outside we hide ourselves not attempting to discover its feel on our arms. The edits it makes as it
hits the paper splotching some words from view. A parallel story would be made with those
marks. Nature’s edits, often making less sense but who knows maybe more. If monkey with
typewriter makes Shakespeare then maybe removed words could bring memories of home. They
could provide a calm release allowing for the excess energy to flow out from view but still lift the
soul. The lifted soul then feels the call to make its own music and the cycle begins again.

As the mosquitos buzz
their Quiet hum
breaks the silence that surrounds
and the jar which it creates
one whose walls are thin yet great
Those pencils scratching
form a moat
one that sinks
every boat
it flows and keeps the jar so safe
while everything tries to invade
when thoughts enter
they quickly leave
on paper or completely gone
Never more for me to see
the marks, covers over, and strikes throughs
create a poem born anew
from thoughts put down

straight as they come
a string of words is born
of those so lucky
to make it past the scratch of pen the
loss of life
they make it into
what lasts and
gets on paper
to be read over
possibly forever

